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by its own admission, bannerlord isnt trying to be anything revolutionary. it isnt
trying to shake up the industry, and the developer of the game, company of

heroes developer relic entertainment, knows that its not going to succeed if its
trying to do anything like that. company of heroes took a completely different
approach to the genre. it had a completely different point of view, and didnt

expect its players to see that game the same way it saw it. as a result the game
ended up being a humble success. just another rts game without a lot of interest.
its hard to imagine this series not thriving, and, frankly, its hard to imagine this

series not improving as it grows. theres a lot of mainstream interest in the
games, its reaching a wide variety of people. its the ultimate video game

franchise, its well-known, everyone is familiar with the series. theres a wide, an
ever-expanding audience out there. this is a rare opportunity to be part of

something that people know about, a rare thing to be able to offer something to
people who dont have anything that they like in their lives. and this is exactly

what ubisofts vision for the notre dame in assassin's creed: odyssey is - a
celebration of everything that city represents. a celebration of the modern day

culture of paris (that includes those who live in the other neighborhoods) as well
as a celebration of the place and history of the city. the notre dame is less a

historical monument and more a beacon of hope. it represents paris to the world,
but also represents paris to us. the faith that notre dame s pillars represent is the

strength that unites us. that faith is reflected in the pursuit of peace and in the
fight against injustice. this faith is why it survived and kept itself intact to this

day. we feel a sense of pride that the notre dame was able to withstand the test
of time. we hope that this new freedom of expression will inspire players to see

their own city in a new light.
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